Botanical Society of America
Corporate Membership

Put your products or services in front of the people who lead developments in the plant sciences. The American Journal of Botany reaches thousands of universities, research institutes, gardens and plant scientists around the world. In addition, the AJB is proud to be one of the 10 most influential journals of the Century in the field of Biology & Medicine, based on the recent survey by the BioMedical & Life Sciences Division of the Special Libraries Association.

Combine print and online exposure
Let us work with you to achieve maximum impact from your advertising dollar
As a corporate member, you receive:

BSA Support & Publications
- American Journal of Botany Print Subscription + Online Institutional Access ($625 value)
- Free Job Advertising in the Plant Science Bulletin and on the BSA Web Site

American Journal of Botany Advertising
- 6 full color advertisement rotations on the “SPECIAL POSITION” pages ($7,500 value)
- 6 full color advertisements within the journal ($6,500 value)
- 12 months of “Rotating BANNER Advertisements” in the online American Journal of Botany ($800 value)
- Corporate Listing on the BSA Website (priceless!)

Botany Conference Package
- Conference Flyer/Insert in Registration Packages
- 10 x 10 Booth Space at the Botany Conference for the Associated Year ($3,000 value)

Botanical Society of America
Corporate Membership
Print - $6,500, On-line Only $5000
Contact: Birgit Spears
Botanical Society of America
PO Box 299 St. Louis, MO 63166-0299
Telephone: 314-577-9504
bspears@botany.org

leading scientists and educators since 1893
www.botany.org